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Impact of technology on the professions can be categorized under two categories 

sustaining technologies 
support and enhance traditional ways of 

operating in an organisation or an industry

disruptive technologies  
fundamentally challenge and change 

working practices

Automation Innovation 

• Suppress inefficient activities 

• Streamlining manual or administrative work 

• Old ways of operating are not discarded 

• Automation can be transformative - people can 
use technology to transform a way a task is done 

• Enabling ways of making practical expertise 
available that simply was not possible 
without the system in question.  

• Innovative systems provide services at a 
lower cost, or at a higher quality or in a more 
convenient way than in the past

Two main types of impacts
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CONTEXT

• Organization of work 
The place of work (the employee can work anywhere), the working hours (any time), the relationship between employers 
and employee and even in the approach, recruitment, validation of identity of the service provider and the reliability of the 
participants 

• Relationship between private and working life 
Dematerialization of organizations; Work based on goals, not schedules; people are always connected and accessible, 
eliminating barriers between the work and family life. 

• Format of work, communication and collaboration 
Organisational structures (too rigid and slow) replaced by project work and self-organised teams; collaborative knowledge 
construction; multicultural and multiregional, multigeographical teams.  

• Performance and talent management 
Increase need of digital competencies for all professions; automation of routine processes; increased demand of cognitive 
competencies; need to continuously and rapidly adapt to market changes; life-long learning and resilience are crucial. 

• Organizational hierarchies 
Increased multi-level involvement and participation in decisions in real-time; Increase responsibility, access to information 
and transparency; flattening of the hierarchical levels.

Deep changes impacting work and 
private life in five core areas 
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One of the professions where this impact will be significant in the next years is the one 
related with clerical, administrative tasks: 

administrative assistants, executive assistants, executive secretaries, etc. 

PROBLEM

It is necessary to understand what are the tasks that may be carried out by the 
applications/software/robots available and those that can (still) only be 

performed by humans

47% of the job occupations in the United 
States are at a risk of being replaced by 

technologies or automatization
Oxford University, 2017
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EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS

Career levels

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level 

Focus on operational tasks 

Skills: Instrumental knowledge or knowledge competence, consisting 
mainly of clerical, computer and electronics in the user perspective.  

Executive Assistant or Executive Secretary (EA) - Top level 

Tasks related with communication, problem solving, negotiation, and 
support to the top-level executives of a company 

Skills: Further knowledge, skills and abilities: customer and personal 
service, information and data literacy; communication and collaboration; 
digital content creation, safety; problem solving; foreign languages; 
multicultural negotiation; administration; knowledge management; 
coordination; social perceptiveness; monitoring/assessing performances.
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EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
In common…

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level

Executive Assistant or Executive Secretary (EA) - Top level

Consist, most of the times, in extensions of a specific job occupation in a 
company, providing support to the implementation wide set of diversified tasks

It is precisely on the job of ‘assisting others’ that these jobs collide directly with 
the role of the current and future technological developments that have 

been made available to industry

Typically not domain specific: flexibility to 
accommodate needs of a broad range of jobs 
that they support in management, economy, 
accounting, finance, etc.

Specialisation occurs at the technical level, 
and on the multidomain of personal and 
technological skills
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METHODOLOGY

Goal: identify the main tasks of the administrative occupations that could possibly be replaced 
by or complemented with technologies

1. Analysing the tasks conducted by these professionals
Description of the jobs under the codes Executive Secretaries and Executive Administrative 
Assistants (code 43-6011.00) and Secretaries and Administrative Assistants, Except Legal, 
Medical and Executive (code 43-6014.00) 
Sources: O*Net OnLine (www.onetonline.org), Effortless HR (www.effortlesshr.com) and Career Planner  
(job-descriptions.careerplanner.com)

2. Identify the technologies with potential to replace the identified job position’s tasks

Desk research on 4.0 Industry technologies

3. Matching technologies and tasks to evaluate risk of deprecation
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RESULTS

TASK DIAGNOSE

Use computers for various applications, such as database 
management or word processing.

Partially deprecated. Database management will be performed by 
machines, using technologies such as AI. Tasks related to word processing 
will partially be replaced by dashboards for the generation of performance 
reports, for instance. Some word processing operations might still be 
conducted by these professional for addressing specific purposes.   

Answer telephones and give information to callers, take 
messages, or transfer calls to appropriate individuals.

Replaced by automatic call distribution (ACD) with applications as: 
Capterra (https://www.capterra.com/call-center-software) and 
aapplications for Customer Relationship Management (CMR) and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), such as Salesforce, Microsoft, SAP and 
Oracle.

Create, maintain, and enter information into databases. Soon to be deprecated, as digital information is growingly available.

Set up and manage paper or electronic filing systems, 
recording information, updating paperwork, or 
maintaining documents, such as attendance records, 
correspondence, or other material.

Replaced by ERP. Setting up and managing systems is necessary. Digitising 
documents or paperwork is soon to be deprecated, as information in 
digital format is growingly available 

Operate office equipment, such as fax machines, copiers, or 
phone systems and arrange for repairs when equipment 
malfunctions.

Soon to be deprecated, as information in digital format is growingly available. 
Repairs will require specialised staff.

Greet visitors or callers and handle their inquiries or direct 
them to the appropriate persons according to their needs.

Replaced by automatic call distribution (ACD) and chatbots. 
As for personal contact, may be maintained or will be absorbed by other jobs. 

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level
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RESULTS

TASK DIAGNOSE

Maintain scheduling and event calendars. Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by PDAs.

Complete forms in accordance with company procedures.
Soon to be deprecated. Procedures will be enforced by SAP or other similar 
systems. Completing forms will be a task for every domain specialist in the 
organisation.

Schedule and confirm appointments for clients, customers, 
or supervisors.

Replaced by PDAs or absorbed.

Make copies of correspondence or other printed material. Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by ERP and SAP systems.

Locate and attach appropriate files to incoming 
correspondence requiring replies.

Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by ERP and SAP systems.

Operate electronic mail systems and coordinate the flow of 
information, internally or with other organisations.

Soon to be deprecated. To be replaced by SAP.

Compose, type, and distribute meeting notes, routine 
correspondence, or reports, such as presentations or 
expense, statistical, or monthly reports.

Composing presentations my still be required. Automation mainly on the 
layout, with AI systems, such as https://www.beautiful.ai/  
Several services worldwide are offering customer service though. 
All types of distribution tasks will be deprecated. 
Statistics reports will be automatically generated from digital Data-warehouse, 
through dashboards (models) created in applications such as Power BI 
(Microsoft).

Open, read, route, and distribute incoming mail or other 
materials and answer routine letters.

Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by ERP and SAP systems.

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level
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RESULTS

TASK DIAGNOSE

Provide services to customers, such as order placement or 
account information.

Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by ERP and SAP systems.

Review work done by others to check for correct spelling 
and grammar, ensure that company format policies are 
followed, and recommend revisions.

Soon to be deprecated. Technologies will conduct these operations first-hand, 
with no need for another person to revise (ex.: Grammarly). Policies will be 
enforced be verification systems. 

Conduct searches to find needed information, using such 
sources as the Internet.

Critical information gathering and organising will remain relevant, but not 
the ability to find information as an end in itself.

Manage projects or contribute to committee or team work.
As it consists of critical thinking and knowledge management tasks, task will 
remain, but not specifically in this job description. It may be moved to higher 
levels of the hierarchy. 

Mail newsletters, promotional material, or other 
information.

Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by CRM operations.

Order and dispense supplies. Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by CRM and ERP and SAP operations.

Learn to operate new office technologies as they are 
developed and implemented.

This task will remain, but not exclusively for this job occupation. It will 
include not only office technologies, but productivity, team management, and 
information management. The need for technological update will remain as a 
requirement for most jobs around the globe.

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level
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The great majority of tasks (18 out of 21) performed by Administrative 
Assistants will be deprecated soon, as they can be automated by technology, 

leading to the extinction of the job position. 

DIAGNOSIS

The remaining tasks (3 out of 21), that cannot be fully automated by technology, will be 
absorbed by other job positions in companies, since technology can provide increased 

autonomy in performing them, dismissing the role of ‘the assistant’.

Administrative Assistants (AA) - Basic level
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RESULTS

TASK DIAGNOSE

Manage and maintain executives' schedules. Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by PDA.

Make travel arrangements for executives. Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by PDA.

Prepare invoices, reports, memos, letters, financial 
statements, and other documents, using word processing, 
spreadsheet, database, or presentation software.

Most of the documents needed will be automatically generated by 
information systems based on ERP and big data supported dashboards. 
Documents requiring critical thinking, creativity and knowledge management 
may still be required and, according to the time and complexity they require, 
may still be conducted by EAs.

Coordinate and direct office services, such as records, 
departmental finances, budget preparation, personnel 
issues, and housekeeping, to aid executives.

If coordination tasks are part of a routine process, they will be automated 
through ERP systems, just like any other routine tasks. Technology is propelling 
executives to include technological systems as the primary aid. 

Answer phone calls and direct calls to appropriate parties or 
take messages.

Soon to be deprecated. Replaced by automatic call distribution (ACD).

Prepare responses to correspondence containing routine 
inquiries.

Soon to be deprecated. Routine process will be automated through ERP 
systems.

Open, sort, and distribute incoming correspondence, 
including faxes and email.

Soon to be deprecated. Routine process will be automated through ERP 
systems.

Greet visitors and determine whether they should be given 
access to specific individuals.

Personal contact may be maintained as a core task of EA or will be absorbed 
by other job positions, depending on how human resource costs are held at 
the organisation. Personal contact (as in Public Relations), will be, however, 
one of the core competencies of EA in terms of representing executives in 
meetings and other teamwork activities.

Executive Assistant or Executive Secretary (EA) - Top level
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RESULTS

TASK DIAGNOSE

Prepare agendas and make arrangements, such as 
coordinating catering for lunches, for committee, board, and 
other meetings.

Soon to be deprecated. Coordination tasks that cannot be performed by PDA 
will remain as competencies of EA. Most will be subcontracted.

Conduct research, compile data, and prepare papers for 
consideration and presentation by executives, committees, 
and boards of directors.

Knowledge management and tasks requiring critical thinking such as 
research will remain as core competencies.

Perform general office duties, such as ordering supplies, 
maintaining records management database systems, and 
performing basic bookkeeping work.

Soon to be deprecated. Routine process will be automated through ERP 
systems.

File and retrieve corporate documents, records, and reports.
Soon to be deprecated. Routine process will be automated through ERP 
systems. Digital information will be widely available and access to it will be 
managed by systems who will provide distinct access levels inside and outside 
de company.

Read and analyse incoming memos, submissions, and 
reports to determine their significance and plan their 
distribution.

Routine process will be automated through ERP systems. However, knowledge 
management and tasks requiring critical thinking, such as determining 
significance, will remain as a competence of the job position

Provide clerical support to other departments.
Knowledge management, critical thinking and teamwork will remain as 
competencies of the job position. If support is merely clerical, task may be 
deprecated. 

Attend meetings to record minutes.
Soon to be deprecated. 
Replaced by systems and transcription software: Dragon, MeetingBooster, 
Capterra, etc.

Executive Assistant or Executive Secretary (EA) - Top level
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Some tasks (10 out of 15) that are expected to be automated, namely de ones 

related to routine processes.

DIAGNOSIS

The remaining tasks (5 in 15), the ones that require critical thinking, knowledge 
management and teamwork that are expected to remain in the job description and 
in the tasks performed. We consider these to be higher order tasks that will still require 

human intervention, despite the advances in artificial intelligence.

Executive Assistant or Executive Secretary (EA) - Top level
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DISCUSSION

The use of technologies in the occupation of AA may imply that the current entry level of 
this career might disappear, as almost all tasks can be performed or automated by 
technology

AA might specialise in one domain and become 
the right arm or even occupy a position in the 
middle of the hierarchy (e.g. human resources, 
marketing, financial department), as a 
specialisation strategy that guaranties the 
relevance of the tasks performed, supported by 
field specific knowledge

Professionals might opt for a complete 
restructure of their careers and become 
virtual/remote assistants, creating their 
own company and providing their services 
at distance to a set of persons/companies in 
the most diverse areas 
- Entrepreneurship training is needed

Possible strategies:
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

• Either professionals will be replaced by technology, or they will be required to 
undertake continuous, advanced, cross-functional high-tech training to respond to 
the digitalisation of tasks 

• For most job positions such as AA and EA soft skills are as relevant as technology skills and 
specific domain knowledge  

• Schools, educators and governments should be aware and take 
immediate action as there is a clear need to adjust and adapt current 
training curricula to the alterations that have been introduced by 
technology in the market. 

• Impacts of 4IR and digitalization evolve at different paces around the globe, thus it is 
necessary to research and report on local/regional needs. 
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